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Abstract—This paper develops a framework to analyze the
latency and delay composition of workflows in a real-time
networked aggregation system. These workflows are characterized by different sensor inputs that are processed along
parallel branches that eventually merge or fuse to compute the
aggregation result. The results for each flow must be produced
within certain end-to-end deadlines or else the information would
become stale, inaccurate and useless. We extend results developed
by the authors recently and consider an end-to-end view of
the aggregation system that allows us to derive a much tighter
analysis of the end-to-end delay compared to traditional analysis
techniques. We then provide a reduction of the aggregation
network system to an equivalent hypothetical uniprocessor for
the purposes of schedulability analysis. Extensive simulations
show that latency bound obtained from the analysis framework
is significantly more accurate than that of traditional analysis
techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multisensor data aggregation is a discipline concerned with
collecting and processing data from multiple sources in order
to produce information that is accurate and relevant. An
overarching challenge in such systems, in which the data
collected is oftentimes real-time in nature, is to guarantee that
the end-to-end aggregation process can be completed within
certain time constraints. For instance, in defense surveillance
systems, detection, tracking and identification of the threat
have to complete within stringent deadline constraints in order
to enable timely action to counter the threat.
The workflows we consider in this paper are characterized
by different sensory inputs processed along parallel branches
that merge together to produce the aggregation results. When
parallel branches merge together, the aggregation results can
be computed only when all incoming branches have completed
execution. A workflow could have multiple such successive
merges. The aggregation results of individual jobs of workflows need to be computed within certain end-to-end deadlines.
This system model presents a deviation from existing literature
and presents a new “MERGE” primitive that is characteristic
of aggregation systems. Composition-based analysis of such
aggregation workflows is a chellenging problem, and we
will explain why seemingly-intuitive approaches do not yield
correct results.
In order to guarantee that time constraints will be met
while resources not being severely underutilized, an accurate

analysis technique with little pessimism is required to estimate
latency resulting from a particular allocation of resources to
sensor data processing streams. In this paper, we investigate
timing composability and schedulability of workflows in such
multisensor data aggregation systems. We develop an analysis
framework which extends recent work by the authors in
developing a delay composition theory [1]. The theory was
designed for jobs that traverse a sequence of resource stages
in a distributed system and is not applicable to aggregation
systems characterized by the “MERGE” primitive described
above.
Our framework develops theoretical rules bounding latency
in data aggregation systems under non-preemptive and preemptive scheduling. We consider an end-to-end view of the
system and this allows us to develop intuition into the main
system and task parameters that contribute towards increasing
the end-to-end delay, and to express our delay bound in terms
of these parameters. This results in a much tighter analysis
of the latency and schedulability of jobs compared to existing
analysis techniques, especially for large systems.
We evaluate our theoretical framework through extensive
simulations based on two related metrics. The first is the
capacity or the maximum workload due to jobs of workflows
that can be guaranteed to meet their end-to-end deadlines. This
is important in ensuring that the system operates at its capacity
limit without wasting resources serving jobs that do not meet
their end-to-end deadlines. The second metric measures the
ratio of the average end-to-end delay of jobs of a workflow to
the analytically computed worst-case end-to-end delay bound.
This gives us a measure of the tightness of the analysis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work and section III describes the system
model and the problem addressed in this paper. In section IV,
we explain why seemingly intuitive approaches to calculate the
worst-case latency are not accurate for aggregation systems.
We then proceed to formally derive the delay bound under nonpreemptive and preemptive scheduling in section V. Section VI
presents reduction rules that can be employed to transform the
entire data aggregation system into a single hypothetical stage
for the purposes of schedulability analysis. Then the performance of the analysis framework is extensively evaluated using
simulations in section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
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II. R ELATED W ORK



Existing data aggregation schedulability literature often focuses on a specialized system model and a specific scheduling algorithm. For example, Li and Cao proposed a nonpreemptive scheduling algorithm for data aggregation systems
called Coordinated Workload Scheduling (CWS) [2]. They
also analyze schedulability, but the schedulability results in
that study only apply when a particular scheduling algorithm
is used. CWS constrains the system model to contain just three
workflows: sensing, communication, and computation. In the
same vain, in an earlier paper we analyzed schedulability of
real-time flows following a fluid task model and under nonpreemptive EDF scheduling [3].
There also exist several studies that are applicable to more
general data aggregation system models. Several algorithms
have been developed to perform optimal offline scheduling of
workflow sets in distributed systems [4] [5]. These algorithms
work by constructing the complete schedule for all the jobs
executing on all the stages. The schedule is then used to
determine the schedulability of the workflow set. However,
these optimal algorithms require NP-hard computation.
To reduce the computational complexity of schedulability testing, Kao et al. [6] and Zhang et al. [7] presented
techniques to divide the end-to-end deadline into per-stage
deadlines. Uniprocessor schedulability tests are then used to
determine whether each stage is schedulable. If all the stages
are schedulable, the system is deemed to be schedulable. These
techniques allow for a generalized system model and are not
constrained to a particular scheduling algorithm. However,
they do not accurately account for the inherent parallelism in
the execution of different stages of a data aggregation system.
As a result, they tend to exhibit extreme pessimism when
estimating schedulability boundaries for pipelined and merging
workflows, especially for large systems.
Holistic analysis [8] [9] and real-time calculus [10] [11]
comprise a “middle ground” between pessimistic bounds and
NP-hard optimal calculations. Unlike some of the related work
we have discussed, holistic analysis and network calculus
allow for a general system model. A study by Koubaa and
Song found that holistic analysis is less pessimistic than
network calculus for most system configurations [12]. For
this reason, we use holistic analysis as a benchmark for our
evaluation. Yet, as the holistic approach analyzes one stage
at a time, the pessimism of the analysis grows with system
scale. In contrast, in this paper we develop a delay bound
for aggregation systems by considering an end-to-end view of
the delay. This allows us to develop a bound that does not
become increasingly pessimistic with system scale. Further,
by reducing the problem of schedulability analysis of the
distributed system to that on an equivalent uniprocessor, we
significantly reduce the complexity of analysis, making it
extremely suitable for large systems.



III. AGGREGATION M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In this paper, we consider an abstract model of a data
aggregation system, comprising of 𝑚 data workflows (e.g.,

















 
 


































 




















 

 

 

 



Figure 1: An example of merging workflows.
audio and video data from camera and microphone sensors,
speed and proximity sensor information in a next-generation
automobile), each requiring several stages of processing (such
as monitoring, threat analysis, actuation and display). Each
processing stage is handled by a single resource that is
scheduled in priority order. For instance, a resource could
refer to processors that schedule and serve arriving tasks, or a
network link on which enqueued packets are transmitted. Since
each stage represents one resource, in the rest of this paper, we
use the terms stage and resource interchangeably. Each workflow could potentially have multiple branches that ultimately
merge forming an aggregation tree. Collectively, the stages of
processing of all workflows taken together are organized in
a graph called the workflow graph. It determines precedence
constraints among the different stages. For simplicity, we only
consider workflow graphs that are trees (no two task paths can
split and re-merge with one another).
Consider a flow 𝐹𝑖 that has 𝐿 parallel pipelines, described
by disjoint paths 𝑝1 , ..., 𝑝𝐿 , followed by a common parent
stage, 𝑃 , as shown in Figure 1. Jobs from different workflows
are assumed to be aperiodic and may have different arrival
offsets. Let 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 denote the offset from time zero at which
a job 𝐽𝑖 of workflow 𝐹𝑖 arrives at all the branches of its
workflow (if different branches arrive at different offsets, 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖
can be set to the maximum of these offsets). A job does not
become eligible to execute on the merge-stage (the common
parent, 𝑃 ) until all pipelines have finished processing it. A
workflow could potentially have several such merge-segments.
In a real-time data aggregation system, each workflow,
𝐹𝑖 , has an end-to-end latency constraint, 𝐷𝑖 , denoting the
maximum allowable latency between the arrival of a new job
of workflow 𝐹𝑖 into the system (to all its branches), and the
completion of its processing on the last stage. We call this
constraint the end-to-end deadline of workflow 𝐹𝑖 .
Each job (invocation) of every workflow is assigned a
priority and we derive results for both non-preemptive and preemptive scheduling. We also assume that the relative priority
of each job remains the same across all the stages on which it
executes. Let us assign priorities such that the lowest number
corresponds with the highest priority. Thus, we let “𝑖 ≤ 𝑘”
be shorthand for “𝐽𝑖 is at least as high-priority as 𝐽𝑘 .” The
main problem we address in this paper is to determine a worstcase bound on the end-to-end delay of jobs for an arbitrary
workflow given the computation times of other workflows that
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exist concurrently with it in the system.
IV. I NTUITION
In this section, we develop some intuition that will assist
us in deriving the delay bound of workflows in an aggregation network. We explore a simple and seemingly-intuitive
approach to estimate the worst-case delay using an example
and show why the approach is not accurate. This exercise
points us to the right intuition into developing the worst-case
delay bound in the next section.
Consider the following system. Let 𝑗𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 denote a merge
stage in the workflow graph of job 𝐽𝑘 which has 𝑙 incoming
branches from stages 𝑗 𝑚1 , 𝑗 𝑚2 , ..., and 𝑗 𝑚𝑙 . By semantics of
merge, 𝐽𝑘 can execute on 𝑗𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 only when all its subjobs
arrive from the 𝑙 upstream stages. So, 𝐽𝑘 can execute on stage
𝑗𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 after the last of the 𝑙 sub-jobs arrives. One way to
compute the worst-case end-to-end delay of 𝐽𝑘 , is to consider
all the possible paths from aggregation input to computing
the aggregation result, and picking the path that incurs the
largest end-to-end delay bound obtained through the delay
composition theory. In the following, we explain why this
intuition does not work.
Such a system with two merging branches is illustrated in
Figure 2. Let us assume that scheduling is non-preemptive in
nature. Job 𝐽𝑙 is the job whose end-to-end delay we wish to
bound. Job 𝐽ℎ is a higher priority job, and jobs 𝐽𝑙1 , 𝐽𝑙2 , 𝐽𝑙3
and 𝐽𝑙4 are lower priority jobs. Let us further suppose that
𝐽𝑙 arrives at stages 𝑆1 and 𝑆3 concurrently at time 𝜖 > 0 (𝜖
can be arbitrarily small). Job 𝐽ℎ arrives at stages 𝑆1 and 𝑆3
at time 30 units. Job 𝐽𝑙1 executes only on stages 𝑆1 and 𝑆3
and arrives at time zero. Job 𝐽𝑙2 executes only on stage 𝑆2
and arrives at time 20 − 𝜖. Job 𝐽𝑙3 executes only on stage 𝑆4
and arrives at time 38 − 𝜖. Job 𝐽𝑙4 arrives at stage 𝑆5 at time
58 − 𝜖. The computation times and execution trace of all the
jobs are shown in Figure 2.
Now, let us use the delay composition theory developed
in [1] along each path in the workflow graph of 𝐽𝑙 , and
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Figure 2: Workflow graph and execution trace for seemingly
candidate aggregation composition approaches.

compute the maximum to obtain an estimate of the worst-case
end-to-end delay bound. For the benefit of the reader, we state
the delay composition result under non-preemptive scheduling
from [1] here:
Non-preemptive Delay Composition Theorem [1]. Assuming a non-preemptive scheduling policy with the same priorities across all stages for each job, the end-to-end delay of
a job 𝐽𝑘 of 𝑁 stages can be composed from the execution
parameters of other jobs that delay it as follows:
∑
∑
𝐶𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
(max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 +max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 ) (1)
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦(𝐽𝑘 )≤
𝐽𝑖 ∈𝐻

𝑗≤𝑁

𝐽𝑖 ∈𝐻

𝐽𝑖 ∈𝐿𝑗

where 𝐻 is the set of higher priority jobs and 𝐿𝑗 is the set of
lower priority jobs that execute on stage 𝑗.
The worst-case delay bound along the pipeline segment
⟨𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆5 ⟩ can be computed using delay composition theory
(ignoring the parallel branch along ⟨𝑆3 , 𝑆4 ⟩), as the sum of
three terms. The first term is the sum of maximum computation
times for each higher priority job across all the stages on which
it executes. The second term, is the stage additive component,
which is one maximum stage execution time over all higher
priority jobs for each stage on the path. The third term is the
blocking term, which is the sum of the maximum execution
time of any lower priority job at each stage.
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦⟨𝑆1 ,𝑆2 ,𝑆5 ⟩ (𝐽𝑙 ) ≤ 10 + (3 × 10)
+(10 + 20 + 2𝜖 + 10 + 𝜖)
= 80 + 3𝜖
(2)
Similarly, the worst-case delay along the pipeline segment
⟨𝑆3 , 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 ⟩ can be computed as follows:
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦⟨𝑆3 ,𝑆4 ,𝑆5 ⟩ (𝐽𝑙 ) = 10 + (3 × 10)
+(10 + 10 + 𝜖 + 10 + 𝜖)
= 70 + 2𝜖
(3)
The maximum delay across both paths for 𝐽𝑙 is therefore
80 + 3𝜖. However, as the execution trace suggests, the delay
of 𝐽𝑙 can be as large as 88 time units.
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 (𝐽𝑙 ) = 88 − 𝜖
So, why didn’t our intuition work in this case? Delay
composition theory implicitly assumes that once a higher
priority job preempts or overtakes a lower priority job, it
will always execute ahead of the lower priority job on all
future stages. However, when there are “merge” stages, this
assumption breaks down. As illustrated in the example, while
𝐽ℎ delays 𝐽𝑙 on one branch (⟨𝑆1 , 𝑆2 ⟩), it executes after 𝐽𝑙 in a
different busy period on a parallel branch (⟨𝑆3 , 𝑆4 ⟩) and takes
longer to arrive at the merge stage. We call this a revisit event
and a more formal definition is provided in section V. This is
why current delay composition theory is not applicable to this
case. We need to account for this revisit event.
A closer look at the above example reveals that the revisit
event arises due to the fact that the higher priority job 𝐽ℎ
completes execution sooner on one branch, while the lower
priority job 𝐽𝑙 completes sooner on another. This in turn
requires that 𝐽𝑙 arrives before 𝐽ℎ to the system. A closer
scrutiny revealed that our previous delay composition result
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works fine as long as 𝐽𝑙 arrives no earlier than 𝐽ℎ . So, we
should be able to calculate the delay starting from the arrival
time of 𝐽ℎ using our previous result, and add the difference
in the arrival times between 𝐽𝑙 and 𝐽ℎ . This is how we derive
our delay bound in section V. The end-to-end delay bound is
expressed as the sum of two terms. The first is the maximum
offset between the arrivals of 𝐽𝑙 and any higher priority job.
The second term is the maximum delay along any end-to-end
path that constitutes the aggregation graph of 𝐽𝑙 .
A natural question is, how do we determine the maximum
offset of any higher priority job that can potentially interfere
with the job under consideration? A simple, but pessimistic,
solution is as follows. To begin with, assume that all higher
priority jobs in the system can delay the job under consideration 𝐽1 . Use the analysis to determine the worst-case delay
bound. If the arrival time of any higher priority job is greater
than the worst-case delay bound, then that higher priority
job cannot possibly delay 𝐽1 . Such higher priority jobs can
be removed and the analysis can be repeated (resulting in a
lower worst-case bound). At each iteration, we can discard
some higher priority jobs, and the process is repeated until no
higher priority jobs can be discarded from the interfering set
of jobs. Clearly, this approach will only overestimate the set
of interfering higher priority jobs. The analysis stands to gain
if the worst-case arrival offset information for higher priority
jobs is provided as system input together with the execution
time characteristics of jobs.
V. A N E ND - TO -E ND D ELAY B OUND FOR AGGREGATION
W ORKFLOWS
In this section, we derive a worst-case bound on the endto-end delay of an aggregation workflow in terms of the stage
computation times of other workflows executing concurrently
with it. We derive the result for non-preemptive scheduling
in section V-A, and in the interest of brevity, only state the
result for preemptive scheduling in section V-B. The analysis
extends previous work by the authors in developing a theory
called delay composition theory to analyze the worst-case
end-to-end delay of jobs in various workflow topologies [1],
[13]. The theory was developed for jobs which traverse a
sequence of resource stages and so is not applicable to
aggregation systems characterized by the “MERGE” primitive.
This paper considers system graphs that contain aggregation
nodes, with the property that execution on these nodes require
the execution on all incoming branches to complete before it
can be undertaken. As motivated in the previous section, this
important distinction makes such systems difficult to analyze.
A. Non-Preemptive Scheduling
As priority is assigned for each job, let us order all the
jobs in decreasing priority order. Let us suppose that we wish
to bound the worst-case end-to-end delay of a job 𝐽𝑘 . Let 𝑆
denote the set of all jobs executing concurrently with 𝐽𝑘 . Let
𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 denote the offset from time zero at which a job 𝐽𝑖 arrives
at all the branches of its workflow (if different branches arrive
at different offsets, 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 can be set to the maximum of these

Figure 3: Example illustrating a revisit event
offsets). Let 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖 denote the worst-case end-to-end delay of
job 𝐽𝑖 (we wish to determine 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 ). Further, let 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖,𝑗
denote the worst-case delay of a job 𝐽𝑖 up to completing its
execution on stage 𝑗. Let 𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑖 denote the set of all paths
from any source of a branch of job 𝐽𝑖 to its sink (the union
of all paths in 𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑖 is the workflow tree of 𝐽𝑖 ). We now
state the main result of this paper:
Non-Preemptive Delay Composition Theorem for Aggregation Workflows: Under a non-preemptive scheduling policy
that assigns the same priority across all stages for each job,
the worst-case end-to-end delay of a job of workflow 𝐹𝑘 in an
aggregation tree is bounded as,
∑
𝐶𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 ≤ max(𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 ) − 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑘 +
𝑖≤𝑘

+

max

𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘

∑

𝑖≤𝑘

(max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 + max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 )

𝑗∈𝑝

𝑖∈𝑆

𝑖≤𝑘

(4)

where 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 is the offset of job 𝐽𝑖 from time zero.
Proof: At each merge-stage in its workflow tree, as a job needs
to wait for all incoming branches to complete execution before
it can execute on the merge-stage, the following sequence
of events is possible (which is otherwise not possible in the
absence of merge-stages). A higher priority job 𝐽𝑖 delays a
lower priority job 𝐽𝑖′ and arrives ahead of it on one branch of
merge-stage 𝑗1 . However, along another branch, 𝐽𝑖′ completes
execution and arrives ahead of 𝐽𝑖 to stage 𝑗1 . Due to this
reversal in the arrival order, it is possible for 𝐽𝑖 to again delay
𝐽𝑖′ at a downstream stage 𝑗2 (can be the same as stage 𝑗1 ).
Let us call the instance where 𝐽𝑖 again executes ahead of 𝐽𝑖′
after the reversal, as a revisit event (if 𝐽𝑖 always executes after
𝐽𝑖′ on all remaining stages, the revisit event occurs at the last
execution stage of 𝐽𝑖 ). This is illustrated in Figure 3 (𝐽𝑙1 , 𝐽𝑙2 ,
and 𝐽𝑙3 are of lower priority than job 𝐽𝑖′ ).
We shall now prove the theorem using induction on the
number of such revisit events between jobs 𝐽𝑖 and 𝐽𝑖′ , such
that 𝑖 < 𝑖′ ≤ 𝑘. The basis step is when there are no such
events. This means that at every merge-stage each higher
priority job that was ahead of job 𝐽𝑘 remains ahead of job
𝐽𝑘 throughout the system. Hence, 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 can be bounded
by the maximum delay across any end-to-end pipeline path
from a source to the sink. Applying the delay composition
result (Equation 1) to each path 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘 and picking the
maximum, we can obtain a bound on 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 as follows:
∑
∑
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 ≤
𝐶𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + max
(max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 + max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 )
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𝑖≤𝑘

𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘

𝑗∈𝑝

𝑖∈𝑆

𝑖≤𝑘

Clearly, 𝐻1 ∪ 𝐻2 is a subset of the set of higher priority
jobs of 𝐽𝑘 . What remains to be shown is that 𝐻1 ∩ 𝐻2 = 𝜙.
Any higher priority job 𝐽ℎ in 𝐻1 has executed ahead of 𝐽𝑖 on
some stage 𝑗 ′ ≤ 𝑗. If 𝐽ℎ ∈ 𝐻2 , it must have arrived at stage
𝑗 after 𝐽𝑖 (there is an idle time between the executions of 𝐽𝑖
and 𝐽𝑘 after stage 𝑗). This would be a revisit event that is after
that of 𝐽𝑖 ’s, as 𝐽ℎ has executed ahead of 𝐽𝑖 on a stage 𝑗 ′ prior
to 𝑗, leading to a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
B. Preemptive Scheduling
Figure 4: Example illustrating the proof
This proves the theorem for the basis step when there are
no revisit events.
Let us assume that the result is true up to 𝑛−1 revisit events,
𝑛 ≥ 1. We shall now prove that the result is true when there
are 𝑛 such events. Among all the 𝑛 revisit events, consider
the one that is latest in time. Let 𝐽𝑖 be the higher priority
job involved in this last revisit event. If 𝐽𝑖 exits the system
at some stage prior to the last stage on which 𝐽𝑘 executes,
lets add executions of zero computation time for 𝐽𝑖 on the
remaining stages. This operation cannot decrease the delay of
𝐽𝑘 . Let stage 𝑗 be the last stage where there is no idle time
between the executions of 𝐽𝑖 and 𝐽𝑘 . Let 𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) denote the
instant of time at which job 𝐽𝑖 completes execution on stage
𝑗. We can now calculate the end-to-end delay of 𝐽𝑘 as the sum
of three terms: the offset of 𝐽𝑖 relative to 𝐽𝑘 , the delay of 𝐽𝑖
up to its completion on stage 𝑗, and the delay of 𝐽𝑘 from this
instant on stage 𝑗 to its sink. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 ≤(𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 −𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑘 )+𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖,𝑗 +(𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 −𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗)) (5)
The delay of job 𝐽𝑖 up to stage 𝑗, 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖,𝑗 , can be obtained
from induction assumption as it has only 𝑛 − 1 revisit events.
Let 𝐻1 be the set of higher priority jobs including 𝐽𝑖 that
contribute to 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖,𝑗 .
∑
′ − 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 ) +
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖,𝑗 ≤ max
(𝑂𝑓
𝑓
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖
′
𝑖 ≤𝑖

+

∑

max

𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘

𝑗 ′ ≤𝑗∈𝑝
′

𝑖′ ∈𝐻1

(max
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑗 ′ + max
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑗 ′ ) (6)
′
′
𝑖 ∈𝑆

𝑖 ≤𝑖

In the above equation, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑗 denotes stages before stage 𝑗
and 𝑗 ′ > 𝑗 denotes stages after stage 𝑗 in path 𝑝. The delay
of job 𝐽𝑘 starting from instant 𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) on stage 𝑗 does not
encounter any revisit events and the delay can be obtained
from the basis step. Let 𝐻2 be the set of higher priority jobs
that contribute to the delay of 𝐽𝑘 from stage 𝑗 to the sink.
∑
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 −𝐸(𝑖, 𝑗) ≤
𝑖′ ∈𝐻2

max

∑

(max 𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑗 ′ + max
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑗 ′ ) (7)
′

𝑖′ ∈𝑆
𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘 ′
𝑗 >𝑗∈𝑝

𝑖 ≤𝑘

Expanding Equation 5 using Equations 6 and 7 we get,
∑
∑
(𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖′ )−𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑘 +
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 ≤ max
′
𝑖 ≤𝑘

+

max

𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘

∑
𝑗 ′ ∈𝑝

𝑖′ ∈𝐻1

𝑖′ ∈𝐻2

(max
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑗 ′ + max
𝐶𝑖′ ,𝑗 ′ )
′
′
𝑖 ∈𝑆

𝑖 ≤𝑘

(8)

In the interest of brevity, we only state the result under preemptive scheduling. The proof is similar to the non-preemptive
case.
Preemptive Delay Composition Theorem for Aggregation
Workflows: Assuming a preemptive scheduling policy that
assigns the same priority across all stages for each job, the
worst-case end-to-end delay of a job of workflow 𝐹𝑘 in an
aggregation tree is bounded as,
∑
𝐶𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑘 ≤ max(𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 ) − 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑘 +
𝑖≤𝑘

+

max

𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘

∑
𝑗∈𝑝

𝑖≤𝑘

max 𝐶𝑖,𝑗
𝑖≤𝑘

(9)

where 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 is the offset of job 𝐽𝑖 from time zero.
VI. S CHEDULABILITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we present a reduction of the aggregation
workflow graph into an equivalent uniprocessor for the purposes of schedulability analysis. This reduction maintains the
property that the worst-case delay of a job in the distributed aggregation graph is no more than the delay of the corresponding
task in the equivalent uniprocessor. Thus, if the uniprocessor
task completes execution within its deadline, then the corresponding distributed workflow will also complete execution
within its end-to-end deadline. The hypothetical uniprocessor
can be analyzed using any well-known schedulability analysis
technique (e.g., response time analysis [14]).
Under non-preemptive scheduling, the schedulability of a
job 𝐽𝑘 of an aggregation workflow can be determined by
analyzing the schedulability of a hypothetical uniprocessor
constructed as follows:
∙ Each higher priority job 𝐽𝑖 in the original distributed
system is replaced with a job 𝐽𝑖∗ on the hypothetical
single stage, with a computation time equal to 𝐶𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
its maximum computation time across all stages in the
distributed system and a deadline 𝐷𝑖 , same as that of 𝐽𝑖 .
∗
∙ Job 𝐽𝑘 is replaced with job 𝐽𝑘 of lowest priority in the hypothetical single stage and computation time of∑max𝑖≤𝑘 (𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 ) − 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑘 + 𝐶𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
max𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘 𝑗∈𝑝 (max𝑖∈𝑆 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 + max𝑖≤𝑘 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 ) and
deadline equal to 𝐷𝑘 .
Under preemptive scheduling, the hypothetical uniprocessor
is constructed as follows:
∙ Each higher priority job 𝐽𝑖 in the original distributed
system is replaced with a job 𝐽𝑖∗ on the hypothetical
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Our new delay composition framework and holistic analysis [8] are simulated and compared in terms of different system
and workload parameters such as the number of stages in the
system, job resolution, deadline ratio, offset resolution, and
the number of real-time jobs. Every experiment is repeated
for 50 times and the 95𝑡ℎ percentile confidence level is within
1% of the plotted average value. For the sake of readability,
we do not plot the confidence values.










   










 



 

A. Resource Utilization

 

Figure 5: The reduction process on an aggregation tree in the
delay composition framework
single stage, with a computation time equal to 2𝐶𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥
and deadline equal to 𝐷𝑖 .
∗
∙ Job 𝐽𝑘 is replaced with job 𝐽𝑘 of lowest priority in the hypothetical single stage and computation time of∑max𝑖≤𝑘 (𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑖 ) − 𝑂𝑓 𝑓𝑘 + 𝐶𝑘,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +
max𝑝∈𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑘 𝑗∈𝑝 max𝑖≤𝑘 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 and deadline equal to
𝐷𝑘 .
The reduction process in the delay composition framework
is schematically depicted on an aggregation tree in Figure 5.
VII. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our approach to demonstrate
the accuracy of our analysis in quantifying the end-to-end
delays of workflows in an aggregation network. Specifically,
we elaborate on how different system and load parameters can
affect the effectiveness and accuracy of our approach. Towards
this goal, two questions are explored: first, how efficiently
our analysis utilizes the system resources, and second, how
accurate it is in estimating the worst-case end-to-end delays.
We consider aggregation trees described as full binary trees
for our simulations. So, a tree of height 𝐻 has 2𝐻+1 −1 nodes
and 𝐻 levels of cascading merges. All workflows are assumed
to execute on all nodes of the aggregation tree. Each workflow
comprises of a sequence of aperiodic jobs. Each job is assigned
an end-to-end deadline equal to 500×𝐻 ×10𝛼 simulation time
units, where 𝐻 denotes the height of the aggregation tree and
𝛼 is chosen uniformly across the interval [0, 𝐷𝑅]. The default
height of the aggregation tree is 5 and the number of stages
is 63. The parameter 𝐷𝑅, called deadline ratio parameter,
states the order of variability in job deadlines and is set to
2.0 in all experiments, unless otherwise specified. This choice
allows the end-to-end deadlines of jobs to vary by a factor of
102 . The computation times of jobs are chosen proportional
to their deadlines based on a uniform distribution with a mean
𝐷
in which 𝐷 denotes the corresponding end-to-end
of 𝐻×𝐽𝑅
deadline and 𝐽𝑅 denotes the job resolution parameter (the
degree of variability in jobs’ computations times). Unless
otherwise specified, the 𝐽𝑅 factor is set to 20. Different
computation times are within 12% of the mean value. Jobs
are activated with offsets randomly chosen from the interval
[0, 𝑂𝑅 × 500 × 𝐻], wherein 𝑂𝑅 denotes the offset resolution
factor, set to 0.5 throughout the experiments (note that 500×𝐻
is the minimum end-to-end deadline of any job). Job priorities
are assigned based on their end-to-end deadlines.

The delay composition framework can be employed as
an admission controller, which admits only the part of the
workload that it deems to be feasible (all admitted workflows
are guaranteed to meet their end-to-end deadline). Guaranteeing the schedulability of all admitted workflows is a vital
requirement for mission-critical real-time applications. This
avoids system resources from being channeled into serving
jobs that may not meet their end-to-end deadline, ensuring
more efficient utilization of the system resources.
For each experiment, we employ the delay composition
framework and holistic approach as admission controllers in
independent executions that work on the same input. In each
experiment, the same job set (which is sufficient to overload
both approaches) is fed to both admission controllers and then
the admitted jobs for each approach are executed through the
aggregation tree. The overload region is of interest since it
determines the capacity of the system under each admission
controller.
In the first experiment, we varied the height of the aggregation tree (and hence the number of stages). Figure 6a presents
the comparison of average per stage utilization with increasing
values of the height of the tree from 1 to 5 (the number of
stages varies from 3 to 63) in this experiment. The height
of the tree is also the path length for the jobs. The delay
composition framework and holistic approach are denoted as
DCA and Holistic, respectively. As depicted in the figure, the
resource utilization of delay composition framework remains
nearly constant. This shows that the pessimism in analysis
is independent of the number of stages in the system. On
the other hand, the utilization of the holistic approach drops
significantly as the system size increases. The reason is that
the holistic approach analyzes one stage at a time and the
pessimism grows as the path length increases. Hence, our
analysis is especially useful for large systems.
In the next experiment, we varied the size of the realtime jobs in the system. The job resolution parameter, 𝐽𝑅, is
decreased from 80 to 5 (increasing the job sizes by a factor of
16) and the results for average per stage utilization are shown
in Figure 6b. A job resolution of 80 denotes a large number of
small jobs, while a value of 5 denotes a small number of large
jobs. Under preemptive scheduling, the system utilization of
both approaches remains nearly constant. Following a nonpreemptive policy, the average per stage utilization of both
DCA and holistic analysis techniques strictly decreases as
jobs become larger. The reason is that the blocking delay
component becomes significantly large as job sizes increase.
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Figure 6: Resource utilization results and end-to-end delay bound accuracy
The delay composition framework consistently outperforms
holistic analysis under non-preemptive as well as preemptive
scheduling.
Next, we changed the deadline ratio parameter 𝐷𝑅, increasing from 0.5 to 3.0 (recall that the deadlines vary by a factor
of 10𝐷𝑅 ). Figure 6c shows the average per stage utilization
for this experiment. As job sizes are proportional to end-toend deadlines, when the variability in deadlines increases, an
increased number of larger jobs are introduced into the job set.
When scheduling follows a non-preemptive policy, larger low
priority jobs impose larger blocking delays on higher priority
jobs. Therefore, as observed in the figure, under both DCA
and holistic analysis, for larger deadline ratios (beyond 1) the
effect of blocking delay becomes significant and the average
utilization drops thereof. However, for the entire range of
deadline ratios, the delay composition framework outperforms
holistic analysis.
Figure 6d plots the effect of increasing the offset resolution
parameter. We increased the offset resolution value form 0.1
to 100. Note that the 𝑥 axis is drawn in logarithmic scale.
While the average per stage utilization under holistic analysis
is independent of arrival offsets, that of the DCA is a function
of offset values. The results report that when offset resolution
remains below 100 times of the minimum job deadline, the
delay composition framework remains superior to the holistic
approach.
B. End-to-End Delay Bound Accuracy
In this section, we evaluate the tightness of the delay
composition framework by comparing the actual delay of

jobs obtained through simulation to the analytically calculated
worst-case delay bounds. As we are only interested in delay
and not schedulability, we do not perform admission control.
We compare our analysis framework with holistic analysis,
and in each experiment retain the given workload constant in
order to reflect merely the impact of parameters under study.
Figure 6e compares the average ratio of end-to-end delays
obtained from simulation to the analytically computed delay
bounds with respect to increase in the system size. As the
results show, under preemptive scheduling, the holistic approach calculates tighter bounds than DCA for small-scale
systems. However, as system scales, the delay bounds of
DCA become significantly more accurate than those of holistic
(achieving 6% and 24% improvement in accuracy respectively
at 7 and 63 stages). Under non-preemptive scheduling, the
delay composition framework again outperforms the holistic
approach with 14% − 34% difference in the level of tightness.
We then conducted an experiment to evaluate the effect
of input workload on delay bounds. Figure 6f shows the
corresponding results for job sets of size 10, 20, 40, 80, 160,
and 320. As depicted in the figure, the DCA delay bound
accuracy is superior to that of the holistic analysis for all
workload values. The reason is that the holistic approach relies
on per-stage analyses and reflects the contribution of each
higher priority job to the end-to-end delay at all stages along
its path. In contrast, the delay composition framework takes an
end-to-end, per job approach. The latter leads to more accurate
estimation of the worst-case delay for DCA. Furthermore,
under non-preemptive scheduling policy, while the tightness
of holistic delay bound decreases, that of the DCA improves.
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This is because for DCA, the difference between the delay
bound and the actual delay remains more or less constant
with increase in the number of jobs. Therefore, the delay ratio
improves for DCA. On the other hand, for holistic analysis,
the difference between the delay bound and the actual delay
grows significantly with load and hence the delay ratio drops.
Under preemptive scheduling, the delay ratio of both analysis techniques decreases with increase in workload. For DCA,
the reason lies in the fact that it accounts for a delay of
two stage execution times for the contribution of each higher
priority job in delay of other lower priority ones in the
worst case (rather than one in non-preemptive scheduling).
We encourage the reader to review our prior work [1] for
an explanation of this source of pessimism in the analysis.
Under both non-preemptive and preemptive scheduling, DCA
consistently has a higher ratio of end-to-end delay to the
computed delay bound as compared to holistic analysis (more
than 20% when the number of jobs is over 80).
Figure 6g plots the results for the effect of job resolution
on delay bounds. As depicted in the figures, when changing
jobs sizes, the delay composition framework is superior to the
holistic approach under both scheduling policies (up to 45%
and 25% improvement in tightness, under non-preemptive and
preemptive policies, respectively).
The impact of deadline ratio on the tightness is reported in
Figure 6h. Recall that a value of 𝑥 for deadline ratio implies
a 10𝑥 variability in jobs deadlines. As indicated before, the
decrease in delay ratio under a non-preemptive policy is related
to the blocking delay component becoming more significant.
Both analysis approaches predict a larger worst-case blocking
factor leading to a reduced value for the delay ratio for
both analysis techniques. Here again, the delay composition
framework outperforms the holistic approach by about 45%
and 25% under non-preemptive and preemptive scheduling
schemes, respectively.
The impact of offset in job arrivals is presented in Figure 6i.
Note that the 𝑥 axis is in logarithmic scale. The worst-case
delay bound estimation of the DCA is a function of offset
values. The reduction in delay ratios of the holistic is due to
the fact that increase in offset values reduces the interference
in jobs execution which leads to decrease in the value of actual
end-to-end delay. We observe that up to an offset parameter
value of nearly 100, DCA outperforms holistic analysis in
terms of the achieved average ratio of the end-to-end delay
of jobs to the computed delay bound.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate timing properties and delay
composability of jobs in multisensor data aggregation systems.
We propose a theoretical framework which extends previously
proposed delay composition theory for a class of systems
characterized by a “MERGE” primitive. We provide intuition
as to why analyzing such systems can be difficult, and develop
a framework to determine offline schedulability of multicriticality distributed workload in such networked systems.
Our framework assists to prevent system resources from being

channeled into serving jobs which may not complete their endto-end execution within prespecified deadlines. We provide
delay composition rules for aggregation workflows under nonpreemptive as well as preemptive scheduling policies based on
characteristics of concurrent workflows and their corresponding arrival offsets. We extensively evaluate our framework
through simulations and show that our theoretical framework is
significantly more accurate than traditional analysis techniques
and effectively utilizes distributed resources. Our framework
is especially beneficial for large systems.
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